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SONGS FROM SING OUT!  Volume 54 Number 2 • Spring 2011

01 “Each One Lost” 3:59
(Bruce Cockburn) © 2011 Golden Mountain Music Corp.
from the album Small Source of Comfort (True North Records #274)

02 “Lass of Glenshee” 3:37
(trad. arr. Tim Eriksen) © Tim Eriksen BMI
Tim Eriksen www.appleseedmusic.com
from the album Soul of the January Hills (Appleseed #1120)

03 “Railroad Boy” 5:22
(trad. arr. Sara Banleigh) © 2010 Sara Banleigh
Sara Banleigh www.sarabanleigh.com
from the album The Folk EP (Friend of the Devil)

04 “Yorkshire Regiment” 6:29
(Ewan McLennan) © 2010 Fallside Recordings Ltd.
Ewan McLennan www.fallsile.com
from the album Rags and Robes (Fallside #235)

05 “Union Makes Us Strong” 2:51
(David Rovics) © 2010 David Rovics
David Rovics www.davidrovics.com
from the album 10 Songs (David Rovics)

06 “Statesville” 2:44
(Lucy Wainwright Roche) © 2010 Lucy Wainwright Roche
Lucy Wainwright Roche www.lucywainwrightroche.com
from the album Lucy (Lucy Wainwright Roche)

07 “A Girl, a Boy, and a Graveyard” 3:11
(Jeremy Messersmith) © 2010 Jeremy Messersmith / ASCAP
Jeremy Messersmith www.jeremymessersmith.com
from the album The Reluctant Graveyard (Jeremy Messersmith)

08 “Kemtit Horra / My Word is Free” 5:59
(Emel Mathlouthi) © Amel Mathlouthi / SACEM
Emel Mathlouthi www.myspace.com/amelmathlouthi
previously unreleased

09 “Daily Growing” 2:52
(trad. arr. Tony Barrand & Keith Murphy) © 2010 Barrand & Murphy
Tony Barrand & Keith Murphy www.blackislemusic.com
from the album On the Banks of Coldbrook: Atwood Family Songs from the Hills of Vermont (Black Isle Music)

10 “A Ballad of Human Progress” 2:51
(Inaiah Lujan) © 2010 Inaiah Lujan
The Haunted Windchimes www.blanktape.org
from the album Honey Moonshine (Blank Tape)

11 “Rivers of Texas” 4:14
(trad. arr. Jody Stecher & Kate Brislin) P.D.
Jody Stecher & Kate Brislin www.polyandkate.com
from the album Rivers of Texas (Jody and Kate)

12 “Second Chances” 4:24
(Laura Kaukonen) © 2011 Laura Kaukonen
Hot Tuna www.redhouserecords.com
from the album Steady As She Goes (Red House #241)

13 “Arabella Angelique” 2:07
(Ed by Debbie Lan, arr. & produced by Ken McGloin) © 2010 Debbie Lan
Grenadilla www.grenadillasings.com
from the album Grenadilla (Grenadilla)

14 “Digging a Hole” 3:47
(Lily Chapin & Abigail Chapin) © 2010 Lake Bottom Records Ltd.
The Chapin Sisters www.thechapinsisters.com
from the album Two (Lake Bottom)

15 “Thomas and Nancy” 3:47
(trad. arr. Finest Kind) © 2010 Fallen Angle Music
Finest Kind www.finestkind.ca
from the album For Honour and for Gain (Fallen Angle #09)

16 “What If, No Matter...” 2:18
(Tom Paxton) © 2011 Pax Music / ASCAP
Tom Paxton www.tompaxton.com
previously unreleased

Compilation produced by Mark D. Moss
Mastered by Charlie Pilzer, Airshow Mastering
© 2011 Sing Out! • Sing Out! Recordings SO-542

This CD accompanies Sing Out!, v.54#2 (Spring 2011). It is an exclusive benefit for members of Sing Out!, who receive these CDs with each issue. For more information call 1-888-SING-OUT, or go to www.singout.org.